
◎ Promotion of Sustainable Development and Deviations from the “Sustainable Development 

Best-Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies “ 

Promoted items 

Implementation Status Deviations 
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Explanation 

1.Does the Company establish a 

governance structure to promote 

sustainable development, established a 

dedicated (part-time) unit to promote 

sustainable development; and did the 

Board of Directors authorize senior 

management to handle it and report? 

V  (1) In order to implement the 

promotion of sustainable 

development, the Company 

expects to establish the governance 

framework of the Corporate 

Sustainability Committee in 2023. 

The Board of Directors will 

approve the appointment of the 

Executive Vice President as the 

chairman of the Corporate 

Sustainability Committee, and the 

General Manager's Office will be a 

concurrent unit to set up a 

"Sustainable Development 

Promotion Group", which will be 

responsible for proposing and 

implementing sustainable 

development policies, systems or 

related management guidelines and 

specific promotion plans to ensure 

the implementation of sustainable 

development policies, and will 

prepare a sustainability report 

every year from 2023 onwards, and 

will disclose the relevant 

promotion situation on the 

Company's official website and 

MOPS.   

(2) The governance framework of the 

Corporate Sustainability 

Committee is led by the chairman 

of the Committee, leading the 

first-level executives to implement 

None 

 



various sustainability management, 

and sets up three functional 

sub-groups under the Committee, 

including the Corporate 

Governance and Economic Group, 

the Environmental Group, and the 

Social Group. 

(3) The concrete plans and status of the 

Company's promotion of 

sustainable development are as 

follows: 

1. As of April 30, 2023, the ESG 

Task Force has held eight 

educational training courses, 

with 141 participants and 423 

hours of discussion and report 

preparation. 

2. Based on the GRI standards 

issued by the Global Reporting 

Initiative, the Chinese version 

of the 2022 Sustainability 

Report is expected to be 

completed by the end of 

September 2023. 

(4) The Company promotes 

sustainable development, 

emphasizes environmental, social 

and corporate governance factors 

and takes into account the interests 

of stakeholders, and incorporates 

them into its management policies 

and operational activities, and 

reports the effectiveness of the 

promotion and implementation to 

the Board of Directors at least once 

per year, and the Board of 

Directors should continue to pay 

attention to sustainable 

development strategies, make 

timely recommendations, and urge 

the functional sub-groups to make 

adjustments when necessary. 



2.Does the Company follow the 

materiality principle to conduct a risk 

assessment for environmental, social 

and corporate governance topics related 

to company operation and establish risk 

management related policy or strategy? 

V  (1) This disclosure covered the 

Company's sustainable 

development performance from 

January 2022 to December 2022, 

and the risk assessment boundary 

was set mainly for the Taiwan head 

office and CHANNEL WELL 

TECHNOLOGY (Guangzhou) 

Co., Ltd. 

(2) The assessment criteria, process, 

results, and risk management 

policies or strategies for 

identifying material environmental, 

social, and corporate 

governance-related issues, in 

conjunction with the preparation of 

the 2022 Sustainability Report, are 

still in progress and are expected to 

be completed by the end of 

September 2023. 

None 

 

3.Environmental Issues 

(1) Does the Company establish an 

appropriate environmental 

management system according to its 

industrial characteristics?  

 

 

 

(2) Does the company endeavor to 

utilize all resources more efficiently 

and use renewable materials which 

have low impact on the 

environment? 

(3)Does the company evaluate current 

and future climate change potential 

risks and opportunities and take 

measures related to climate-related 

topics?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

V 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V 

 

 

 

 

V 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

(1) To meet the international trends 

and customer requirements, the 

Group business unit progressively 

carried out and obtained the 

verification of 

ISO9001,ISO14001,ISO45001,IAT

F 16949 and IECQ QC 080000.  

(2) The Company is dedicated to waste 

sorting and recycling and 

appointed a qualified supplier to 

process the waste recycling 

operation. 

(3) The Company encouraged to reuse 

the resource, e.g., to set up the 

paper recycle box next to the 

printer to reuse it, print out the 

paper with double sides and induct 

the electronic approval to reduce 

the consumption of paper; turn off 

the light while the lunchtime and 

off duty, and adjust the 

temperature of conditioner based 

 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

 

None 

 

 

 

 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

(4) Does the company collect data for 

greenhouse gas emissions, water 

usage and waste quantity in the past 

two years, and set energy 

conservation, greenhouse gas 

emissions reduction, water usage 

reduction and other waste 

management policies?  

 

 

 

 

 

V 

on the season to reduce the 

consumption of power; also, 

promote the energy-saving and 

carbon reduction in the office to 

mitigate the global warming.  

(4) The Company paid attention to the 

various issue about energy-saving 

and carbon reduction and 

greenhouse gas reduction and 

appointed the inspection company 

to monitor the CO2 operation 

environment on October 20, 2022 

and April 17, 2023, which were all 

compliance requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

None 

4.Social Issues 

(1) Does the company set policies and 

procedures in compliance with 

regulations and internationally 

recognized human rights 

principles? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2)Has the company established 

appropriately managed employee 

welfare measures (include salary 

and remuneration, leave and others) 

and link operational performance or 

achievements with employee salary 

and remuneration? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

(1) According to the Labor Standards 

Act, Sexual Harassment Prevention 

Act, and Act of Gender Equality in 

Employment, the Company 

established the employee-related 

management rules and processed 

the labor insurance, National 

Health Insurance, and employee 

retirement based on the law; also, 

established Sexual Harassment 

Complaints Hotline: 

03-2220268#298, and email 

address: cwt-hr@mail.cwt.com.tw. 

(2) The Company established the 

employee remuneration,welfare 

measures according to the Labor 

Standards Act and the related 

regulations to protect employees' 

legal rights and interests and 

established the counseling email 

address for the company operation 

trend promotion and unimpeded 

employee communication channel: 

suggestion@mail.cwt.com.tw. 

The Company Acts mentioned that 

if it was a profit-earning year, the 

Company should appropriate more 

than 2% for the remuneration to 

 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

(3)Does the company provide 

employees with a safe and healthy 

working environment, with regular 

safety and health training?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(4)Has the company established 

effective career development 

training plans?  

 

 

(5) Does the company's products and 

services comply with relevant laws 

and international standards in 

relation to customer health and 

safety, customer privacy, and 

marketing and labeling of products 

and services, and are relevant 

consumer protection and grievance 

procedure policies implemented? 

(6)Does the company set supplier 

management policy and request 

suppliers to comply with related 

standards on the topics of 

environmental, occupational safety 

and health or labor rights and their 

implementation status? 

 

 

 

V 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V 

 

 

 

 

V 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V 

the company employee who meets 

certain conditions and distribute it 

based on the annual performance.  

(3)The Company set up the access 

control and hired the security 

guards to maintain the staff safety 

in the office building, held the 

employee health examination 

regularly, maintenance of elevator 

equipment, clean and sanitize the 

working environment, safety 

inspection of building 

fire-prevention refuge facilities and 

equipment, and self-guard fire 

protection grouping training. Hold 

the new employee training and the 

safety and health education 

lectures irregularly to strengthen 

the employee cognitive ability and 

reduce the accident happened 

caused by unsafe behavior.  

(4)The Company encourages all 

employees to participate in internal 

or external lectures and seminars to 

raise employees' diversification 

career development ability.  

(5) The Company followed the related 

regulations and established the 

Investor Relation area on the 

website, provided the products, 

investment, stakeholders inquiry, 

and the contacts of investor 

relations and stakeholders, and the 

responsible person would handle 

the various issues appropriately.  

(6)The group business units 

established suppliers management 

regulation and suppliers evaluation 

management procedure to make 

the supplier understand and meet 

the Company requirement of 

environmental protection, quality, 

corporate responsibility and sign 

 

 

 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

None 

 

 

 

 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

None 

 



the supplier trading agreement, 

quality trading agreement, and 

environmental protection 

guarantee, following the related 

regulations to give the efforts on 

the environmental protection and 

raise the corporate social 

responsibility. If there’s any 

violation, the Company could 

immediately terminate the 

cooperation with the supplier and 

claim compensation for damage. 

5. Does the Company refer to 

internationally standards/guidelines in 

the preparation of its reports, such as 

Sustainability Report, that disclose 

non-financial information? Has the 

Company obtained a third-party 

verification or assurance opinion on 

previously-disclosed reports? 

V  The Company expects to complete the 

preparation of the Chinese version of 

the 2022 sustainability report by the 

end of September 2023, based on the 

GRI standards issued by the Global 

Reporting Initiative. 

The first year of preparation has not 

yet obtain third-party assurance or 

certification. 

None 

 

6. If the company has its own sustainable development best practice principles formulated in accordance with 

the "Sustainable Development Best Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies", please describe 

the differences between its operations and the said principles: 

CWT hasn’t established the "Sustainable Development Best Practice Principles" The practical operation is 

based on the spirit of " Sustainable Development Best Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed 

Companies", There’s no major difference. 

7.Other important information for the understanding of the Company’s promotion/implementation of 

sustainable development: 

The company is dedicated to the environmental protection, energy saving and carbon reduction, labor 

occupational safety, charitable event, and etc. Also constantly pay attention to the various new issue and 

trend evolvement to be the goal and direction for the enterprise sustainable development implementation. 

The implementation status showed as below: 

(1)The internal Company is dedicated to developing the paperless electronic approval process to reduce 

paper consumption. 

(2)Carried out the waste sorting actively to raise the rate of recycling and reusing. 

(3)Processed the monitoring and management operation according to the Occupational Safety and Health 

Act to provide the employee a safe working environment. 

(4) Actively involve in community activities, assist underprivileged group, and charitable events, and 

donated the tuition fees to the junior (senior) high and elementary school at the remote site and other 

social welfare institutions to help the group that needs to have cared for by the heart with social concern.  

 


